Resources Provided by
The Brady Colbert Foundation
The following resources provided by The Brady Colbert Foundation were items used by the Colbert family to
help with the transitions and grieving process. We hope to see this list grow as we extend our network to
others who have found useful and meaningful resources.

Books for Parents and Siblings

Book

Synopsis from Barnes and Noble
If you know a child who has experienced the death of a parent, caregiver,
sibling, grandparent or friend, you may have wondered how to support them.
This guidebook presents simple and practical suggestions drawn from the
experiences of thousands of grieving children and teens about what helps and
what doesn't. Learn what to expect from grieving children at different ages, how
to provide safe outlets for children to express their thoughts and feelings, and
how to support them during the memorial service, holidays and anniversaries.

Loaded with positive, life-affirming advice for coping with loss as a child, this
guide tells children what they need to know after a loss--that the world is still
safe; life is good; and hurting hearts do mend. Written by a school counselor,
this book helps comfort children facing of the worst and hardest kind of reality.
Full color.

Waterbugs and Dragonflies is a graceful fable written by Doris Stickney who
sought a meaningful way to explain to neighborhood children the death of a
five-year-old friend. The small book is beautifully illustrated by artist Gloria
Ortiz Hernandez.

An art therapy and activity book for children coping with death. Sensitive
exercises address all the questions children may have during this emotional and
troubling crisis. Children are encouraged to express in pictures what they are
often incapable of expressing in words.
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Tear Soup is the story of Grandy, who has just suffered a big loss in her life. She
blends emotions and memories into Tear Soup as a way to work thru the
healing and grieving process

Explains in simple language the feelings people may have regarding the death of
a loved one and the ways to honor the memory of someone who has died.

This treasure of a book, for people of all faiths, is a starting point for parents
who must talk about the difficult topic of death with their children.
What should parents say when a loved one dies? Heaven is a difficult subject
that always comes up at tough times, and Maria Shriver has written a very
special book precisely for these stressful moments. What's Heaven? is the story
of Kate, a little girl whose great-grandma has just died. She seeks answers, and
her mother helps her learn about Heaven. The many questions in this book are
real, coming from Shriver's own children, nieces, and nephews when her
grandmother Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy passed away. With 900,000 copies of the
book now in print, the loving, confident, and ultimately uplifting answers
Shriver provides are helping readers' families come together, feel closer to one
another, and experience peace during the times when they need it most.

When a close friend or family member dies, it can be difficult for children to
express their feelings. This book helps boys and girls understand that death is a
natural complement to life, and that grief and a sense of loss are normal feelings
for them to have following a loved one's death. Titles in this sensitively
presented series explore the dynamics of various relationships experienced by
children of preschool through early school age. Kids are encouraged to
understand personal feelings and social problems as a first step in dealing with
them. Written by psychotherapist and counselor Pat Thomas, these books
promote positive interaction among children, parents, and teachers. The story
lines are simple and direct-easily accessible to younger children. There are fullcolor illustrations on every page.
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Journals for Mothers and Fathers

Journals are provided in pink or blue with the Brady Colbert Foundation
symbol embossed on the front cover.

Memory Celebration Packages
Package #1

A Creative Memories 11 x 14 inch durable matte leather cover album; holds 160 photos or journaling boxes.
Picfolio Milestones kit included with this package. (See kits below.)
Package #2

A Creative Memories 6 x 7 inch matte, leather-look cover; holds 24 photos or journaling boxes. Picfolio Milestones
kit included with this package. (See kits below.)
Picfolio Milestones Kits

Playful Kit

Pink & Blue Kit
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